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China International Press, 2007. Soft cover. Condition: New. China is located in east Eurasia and on
the Pacific west coast,covering 9.6 million sq.km of land and 3 million sq.km of sea.It stretches
across four time zones east to west and covers 5,500 km north to south,while the elevation gap
between its highest peak and lowest point reaches nearly 9,000meters.The great geographical
differences and contrasts have made this land both dynamic and magnificent.There are snow-
capped mountains,glaciers,evergreen rain forests,desolate gobis and deserts,vibrant lakes and
coasts,spectacular valleys and waterfalls,and boundless grasslands and wetlands.In China,almost
all types of natural scenery that exist in the world can be found,and this book intends to help you
learn something about its beauty. THE SPLENDOR OF CHINAS NATURAL BEAUTY GREAT
MOUNTAINS Mount Qomolangma: On Top of the World Mount Namiagbarwa: A Myth in the Clouds
Mount Taishan:Head of the Five Great Mountains The Yellow Mountain: A Mountain of Art The MeiIi
Snow Mountain: Honor Guard of the Snow God The Danxia Mountain: A Wonderland of Red Rocks
The Rongbuk Glacier: A City of Ice and Snow The Hailuogou GlaCier: Grand ice Fall From Heaven
RIVERS AND LAKES The Yangtze River: Chinas Artery The Yellow River: Cradle of the...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is so gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at anytime
of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you request me).
-- Prof. Ophelia Wiegand I-- Prof. Ophelia Wiegand I

A brand new e-book with a new viewpoint. I actually have read and so i am certain that i am going to gonna read again once more later on. I am quickly
could get a pleasure of studying a published ebook.
-- Anastasia Kerluke-- Anastasia Kerluke
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